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Abstract 

 

This qualitative research study analyses music culture as part of 

learning experiences in English as foreign language (EFL) coursebook 

materials for the secondary educational level. Data included four seri-

als, twelve student books and twelve workbooks, for three levels of 

study (Elementary to Intermediate). The results were presented within 

seven categories: (1) music-related vocabulary, (2) recorded music or 

song (sound) – listening, (3) music as a topic of a reading/listen-

ing/speaking/writing task, (4) music of English language (pronuncia-

tion practice), (5) words related to music and sound in grammar re-

views, (6) project work, and (7) visual representations of music con-

tent. In conclusion, the level of implementation of music culture and 

content is extremely selective, random, and highly inconsistent.  
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Kultura muzyczna w podręcznikach  

do nauczania języka angielskiego   

 

Abstrakt 

 

Niniejsze badanie jakościowe analizuje kulturę muzyczną jako część 

doświadczeń edukacyjnych w podręcznikach do nauki języka angiel-

skiego jako języka obcego (EFL) na poziomie szkoły średniej. Dane 

obejmowały cztery serie, dwanaście podręczników i dwanaście zeszy-

tów ćwiczeń dla trzech poziomów nauczania (od podstawowego do 

średniozaawansowanego). Wyniki przedstawiono w siedmiu katego-

riach: (1) słownictwo związane z muzyką, (2) nagrana muzyka lub pio-

senka (dźwięk) – słuchanie, (3) muzyka jako temat zadania czyta-

nia/słuchania/mówienia/pisania, (4) muzyka w języku angielskim 

(ćwiczenie wymowy), (5) słowa związane z muzyką i dźwiękiem w re-

cenzjach gramatycznych, (6) praca projektowa i (7) wizualne reprezen-

tacje treści muzycznych. Podsumowując, poziom wdrażania kultury  

i treści muzycznych jest niezwykle wybiórczy, przypadkowy i wysoce 

niespójny. 

 

Słowa kluczowe 

 

podręczniki do nauczania języka angielskiego, treści związane  

z muzyką, słownictwo muzyczne, szkolnictwo średnie, analiza  

podręczników 

 

 

1.  Introduction  

 

Textbooks are “undoubtedly the most popular teaching materi-

als used in foreign language classes” and are “seen as valid, re-

liable, written by experts and authorised by important publish-

ers or ministries of education” (Radić-Bojanić and Topalov 2016: 

138–139). According to Suryani (2018), although textbooks or 

coursebooks may not always reflect students’ needs (not fully 

suited to a particular teaching and learning situation), they are 

an essential component in most language programs and a basic 

source for language learning. They provide structure and  
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a syllabus for the learning process, with diverse content, skills 

to be taught and the kind of language practice through a variety 

of learning tasks. The evaluation of textbooks may differ con-

cerning the particular needs identified, mainly including the ob-

jective, language skills, content, and design, as the main criteria 

for analysis (Suryani 2018: 259–260).  

Textbooks and workbooks as an important component in 

teaching and learning foreign languages, provide a framework 

for language input and practice that occurs in the classroom. 

Although there are many evaluation criteria instruments devel-

oped in the literature on textbook analysis, an adaptable re-

search instrument that could be used for researching music cul-

ture content in EFL coursebooks, was not identified. The evalua-

tion criteria usually refer to the physical characteristics of text-

books, methodology, aims, approaches to teaching, and cultural 

information (target culture materials, learner’s own culture and 

international target culture materials), as an in-depth or im-

pressionistic approach. Therefore, in this research a specific re-

search methodology was applied to answer the main research 

questions focused on the issue of music culture content and 

vocabulary as part of learning experiences in EFL coursebooks 

and what type of texts about music or music culture are taught 

in a particular context (text, exercises, dialogues) or as isolated 

facts. In this research, the “music-related vocabulary” was re-

garded as vocabulary connected to sound, voice, music listen-

ing/performing/creation, dance, theatre, and media. 

 

2.  Literature review 

 

The role of music is recognised as “an indispensable part of  

a teenager’s life” and if the teachers choose the right songs, they 

“can create a fun and memorable learning experience for the 

students in their English classes” (Pearson Education 2011). 

Music has transformative potential, shaping human experi-

ences as a language of communication, a foundation for 
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building cultural identities and conveying emotional experi-

ences. The term “music” has many definitions, and in this re-

search study, it is referred to as “the art of aesthetic organisa-

tion of sound material (creating - visual and sound recording, 

reading, and performing music by voice, instrument or digital 

media), at the same time it is a temporal art because it is pri-

marily manifested and perceived by sound in the passage of 

time” (Marić 2018: 5). Thus, it includes musical works of differ-

ent musical genres, periods and eras intended for vocal, vocal-

instrumental and/or instrumental performance. 

Furthermore, music, like any language, is a cross-cultural 

phenomenon in all human societies. Learning English with mu-

sic activities (e.g. children’s songs, songs for children, rhymes, 

chants, anthems, and popular songs) starts in early childhood 

education and is usually referred to as “learning English 

through music” (Willis 2013). Music is also used to create  

a pleasant environment for learning, develop language skills, in-

crease vocabulary, and expand knowledge about culture/cul-

tures (Pérez Niño 2010).  

In defining “a song”, we will acknowledge the definition in 

the work by Vishnevskaia and Zhou (2019: 1812), in which they 

note that “a song is a reflection of the existing picture in the 

world of native speakers, it reflects fears, anxieties, problems, 

joys, values, reflections, opinions, and therefore through the 

study of songs, another culture is more deeply comprehended”. 

Since music as science has its own “music vocabulary” de-

scribed by Chen (2023: 23) including “the various clefs, key sig-

natures, notes, rests, and performance marks such as sharp or 

flat, arpeggio, trill, and tempo marks [...]”, in this study, we will 

therefore use the term “music-related vocabulary”, under which 

all the basic and specific terminology used in the language or 

discourse about music and music cultures will be acknowl-

edged. 

In the research literature there is a number of studies on 

the use of songs as a tool for teaching English (Corbett 2007, 

Rosová 2007, Espejo Aubero and Espejo Aubero 2008, Huber 
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2010, Zhang 2011, Mõts 2016, Vishnevskaia and Zhou 2019). 

Huber’s research findings  (2010: 99) show that “the majority of 

songs can be found in books for the lower levels” and that “the 

higher the level, the more likely is the use of realia, and peda-

gogically devised songs”, with the changes in methodology, from 

using songs to create a pleasant learning atmosphere for learn-

ing vocabulary, to focusing on the “receptive aspect” (i.e. under-

standing the meaning of the songs). 

In this research, we will focus on the written evidence of 

music content presented through sound and “language about 

music” in students’ coursebooks. Not only may students learn-

ing EFL with music acquire a new language (L2), but they can 

also adapt to the new, target-language culture. Thus, didactic 

materials should be carefully evaluated in accordance with the 

linguistic and cultural background of the students and the goals 

set in the curriculum.   

 

3.  Research methodology 

 

3.1.  Research aim 

 

The research was motivated by the following question: Are music 

cultural content and vocabulary part of the learning experiences 

in English as a foreign language coursebooks for secondary level 

of education? The research question was later turned into  

a checklist, which became the main research instrument. There-

fore, the aim of this research was to identify the presence and 

analyse the frequency and role of music (sound) and music-re-

lated vocabulary in available (to the researcher) coursebooks for 

learning English as a foreign language (Elementary to Interme-

diate).  
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3.2.  Research corpus 

 

The research focuses on printed coursebooks from different 

teaching series available to the researcher. The corpus of anal-

ysis includes four series of coursebooks for three levels of study 

from elementary to intermediate. In total, the research corpus 

includes 12 student books and 12 workbooks. The total number 

of pages analysed is 2.458. Coursebook titles are the following 

(Appendix 1): 

 

(1) “New Headway”, 4th Edition (Oxford) (Elementary, Pre-Inter-

mediate, Intermediate), 

(2) “Insight” (Oxford) (Elementary, Pre-Intermediate, Intermedi-

ate),  

(3) “Solutions” (Oxford) (Elementary A1-A2, Pre-Intermediate A2-

B1, Intermediate B1-B2),  

(4) “Gateway” (Macmillan) (A2, B1, B1+). 

 

The research analysis corpus was chosen as a methodologically 

approved and good quality resource of EFL in teaching and 

learning, that can provide different examples of the use of mu-

sic-related content and vocabulary. At this point, it is important 

to underline that, in this paper, the aim was not, in any case, to 

evaluate these textbooks in terms of quality, or to make com-

parisons between the titles in any other criteria.  

 

3.3.  Method of research analysis 

 

The focus of the analysis was on the content and vocabulary 

connected to world music culture in different types of texts in 

units, reading, listening (tapescripts), speaking, and writing as-

signments, grammar activities and word lists from units. The 

quantitative and qualitative method of text analysis was used in 

this research, in search of music content in texts (title, para-

graphs, sentences), word lists and/or unit dictionaries, 

tapescripts and grammar reviews. Furthermore, on each level of 
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analysis gathered data was codified within the following catego-

ries: 

 

(1) music-related vocabulary (names of musicians/perform-

ers/composers, institutions, music genres/periods in texts); 

(2) recorded music or song (sound) with or without lyrics for lis-

tening as part of the learning activity; 

(3) music as a topic of reading, listening, speaking, or writing 

tasks; 

(4) music of the English language (pronunciation practice); 

(5) words related to music and sound in grammar reviews;  

(6) project work; 

(7) visual representations of music content. 

 

4.  Research findings  

 

The most obvious reason for the integration of music in teaching 

English is connected with mutually closely related aspects in-

cluding psychological, motivational and socio-cultural aspects 

(communication, cross-cultural awareness and knowledge), 

perceptual-motor skills, and emotional intelligence. The psycho-

logical aspects include easy memorization and consolidation of 

vocabulary, sounds (implicitly practising correct pronunciation 

and intonation), and grammatical structures (improving lan-

guage patterns through their repetition) (Marić 2018: 61). Music 

culture content and vocabulary are identified in particular con-

texts of learning and as isolated facts. The selected results of 

the gathered data will be presented within the above-mentioned 

seven categories. 

 

4.1.  Music-related vocabulary  

(names of musicians/performers/composers,  

institutions, music genres/periods in texts) 

 

In the gathering of quantitative data, for each textbook the mu-

sic-related vocabulary is identified through a detailed reading 

process of all sections of the textbooks (unit texts and word lists) 
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as printed materials and manually writing down each word ap-

pearance, subsequently dividing words into code categories. The 

number of ‘general new words’ is calculated by counting the 

words from the word list, dictionaries or vocabulary lists at the 

end of each book. This very time-consuming process is applied 

in order to fully understand the overall percentage of space of 

the new vocabulary per level of study dedicated to the fields of 

music arts and culture, including not only music arts but also 

art in general, dance and theatre (Figure 1). The music-related 

vocabulary includes only 1–2% of the total number of new vo-

cabulary on each level.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1 

Quantitative data on the number of words of general and music- 

related vocabulary per book title and level of language study 
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Figure 2  

Table summary of the music-related vocabulary list from 24 printed 

books (12 student books with 12 workbooks, A1 – B2) 
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In the overall corpus analysis, the following categories are coded 

as (1) music instruments, (2) musicians/performers/compos-

ers, (3) places and institutions, (4) music events, (5) music 

styles/genres/types, (6) song titles, (7) music pieces and (8) film, 

TV show titles in relation to music culture, and musical stories. 

The results are presented as a summary in Figure 2. The words 

marked with an asterisk represent words identified in at least 

two different sources analysed, always referring to the overall 

corpus (*words with higher frequency in the materials analysed). 

From a total of 1276 new words in the intermediate “Word list” 

with pronunciation (NHW s.b. int.), only a few words were “mu-

sic-related words”, e.g. harmony, musical, gig, and rhythm. For 

example, Unit 1 (92 words), Unit 2 (150 words), Unit 3 (119 

words), Unit 4 (103 words), Unit 5 (105 words), Unit 6 (106 

words), Unit 7 (96) = harmony /ˈhɑ:rməni/, musical /’mjuːzɪkl/, 

Unit 8 (115 words), Unit 9 (85 words), Unit 10 (114 words) = gig 

/ɡɪɡ/, Unit 11 (94 words), Unit 12 (97 words) = rhythm 

/’rɪð(ə)m/. 

 

4.2.  Recorded music or song (sound) with or without lyrics 

for listening as part of the learning activity 

 

Although songs may be present in learning activities from an 

early age of learning English, from the EFL secondary (or ter-

tiary) education context, in the whole corpus of analysis, only 

several examples of recorded music or song (sound), with or 

without lyrics for listening as part of the learning activity, are 

identified. The first example is a music tune representation in 

the form of text, found in the example of “Jaws music - duh duh 

duh duh” (NHW, el, wb, tapescript U7 p.85). The second exam-

ple is an exercise of matching a picture with a tune played by 

an instrument (Insight, el.sb, 2.C: Culture, vocabulary and 

grammar: “Making music”, p.28/listening CD1.39), that in-

cluded the following instruments: a cello, clarinet, flute, guitar, 

keyboards, piano, drums, saxophone, trumpet, and violin. After 

a task of matching (task 5) the musical instruments with the 
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pictures (violin, cello, guitar, piano, drums, saxophone, trumpet, 

bass guitar), in task 6, students are asked to search for two in-

struments in the text of the interview, and finally, in task 7, 

students are asked to listen and identify the instruments (Solu-

tions, el.sb, U5, p.43 4.E. “It’s party time!”, task 7). 

In a cross-curricular (Music) activity about “important peri-

ods in classical music”, students are asked to listen to three 

short pieces of Classical Music and to choose if any illustrates 

a certain character, scene, or life events, and to match the 

pieces of music with composers in the pictures. However, in the 

first part of the activity, students are asked to use imagery  

(a literary device) or descriptive language to create a mental im-

age of a place, idea, or experience based on the sound or music 

heard, but on the other hand, rather limiting their possibilities 

of “imagination” by proposing three concrete choices: (1) babies 

or young children? (2) a horror film? (3) death? In the following 

part of the activity, how likely it is that students could recognise 

the music pieces and be able to match them with their compos-

ers, without any previous listening to “music” practice and read-

ing or discussing these music pieces in English. The knowledge 

of Classical Music repertoire may vary, as students can come 

from different educational systems and educational back-

grounds. The listening part lacks methodological reasoning in 

the activity planning within the unit and overall coursebook de-

sign. For instance, 

 

1. “Listen to three short pieces of classical music. Do any of the 

pieces make you think of 1) babies or young children? 2) a horror 

film? 3) death?; 2. Can you match each piece of music in 1 with 

its composer and picture? 1) Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,  

2) Frederic Chopin, 3) Johann Sabastian Bach.” 

 

In addition, examples of music or songs, in total 7 songs (Figure 

3) with audio and lyrics for listening as part of the learning ac-

tivity, were identified. The songs included were: (1) “They Can’t 

Buy the Sunshine” by Turin Brakes (NHW el. sb, t.12.7, p. 132), 
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(2) “Money” (NHW pre-int., p.18), (3) “Sk8er Boi” by Avril Lavigne 

(Solutions pre-int.sb, p.9 audio 1.06), (4) “Blue Monday” by Fats 

Domino (1957)  (NHW int. sb, song lyrics p. 119, T.2.1 lyrics), 

(5) “I Believe” by Ian Dury (NHW int. sb, U4, p. 33, t.4.6. lyrics), 

(6) “We Got the Beat” by Go-Go’s  (Gateway A2, sb, p. 57 “Pop-

ular culture”, task 8, audio 1.42),  (7) “Girls just want to have 

fun” by Cyndi Lauper (Gateway B1, sb, U1, p. 11 “Teenagers 

and parents”). 

 

 
 

Figure 3 

Examples of activities with songs 
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Examples of music culture integration are mainly connected to 

English bands or British popular music heritage (Figure 3, ex-

amples 1, 5), American pop culture (Figure 3, examples 4, 6), 

Canadian culture (singers) (Figure 3, example 3), and gender 

topics, by introducing students to the MTV best female video 

(1984) awarded song about “girl power” (Figure 3, example 7). 

Examples include listening to song activities with the aim of (1) 

introducing a theme or topic for discussion in speaking practice 

exercise, (2) discussing the message of the song, (3) practising 

grammar structures of “providing an opinion”, and (4) practising 

“agreeing and disagreeing” on a certain topic or issue. 

 

4.3.  Music as a topic of a reading, listening, speaking  

or writing task 

 

In unit and section titles, specific music content and related vo-

cabulary are extremely sparse and include several examples. In 

the first example, the use of the verb ‘singing’ indicates the topic 

of music, in the reading and speaking task: “Going far. Singing 

for their supper” (NHW, el. U 11, p. 90–91). The second example 

is a reading and listening task with the keyword ‘festival’: “The 

Glastonbury festival” (NHW, el., Unit 12, p. 98–99). The follow-

ing example titles and subtitles contain the word music, which 

indicates the theme of the text: (title) “A passion for success”, 

Nicola Benedetti: A Passion for Music (NHW, el. U5, p. 42–43), 

(title) “Culture, vocabulary and grammar: Making music” (NHW 

Int. sb, p. 28), (subtitle) “Music for Everyone” (NHW int. sb,  

p. 29), and “Time out in New Zealand. Culture. Music in New 

Zealand” (Gateway A2, sb, p. 31). In one reading task title ex-

ample the word “musicians” was used to indicate the topic of  

a reading task “Advanced brain activity in artists and musi-

cians”. (Gateway, B1+, wb, U8. Art attack, p. 65). In the example 

“The Man with fastest fingers. Ben Lee” (Insight, el. sb, p. 35), 

the connection of the speed of fingers in music performing was 

accepted as “vocabulary related to music”.  
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The reading texts were connected to British music culture, 

including a female Scottish violinist (Nicola Benedetti), The 

Glastonbury festival taking place in Pilton, Somerset, and the 

music camp in Milton Keynes, the largest settlement in Buck-

inghamshire, England with several music institutions, such as 

Milton Keynes Music Academy, Milton Keynes Music Faculty 

and Milton Keynes Drum Academy. The two longest texts iden-

tified in the coursebook are “The man with the fastest fingers. 

Ben Lee” (270 words; example 9, Figure 4) and “Music for Eve-

ryone” (268 words; example 1, Figure 4), introducing the topic 

of “music as arts”, “musicianship in youth music camp”, “play-

ing as a group”, and “youth orchestras”.  

In listening assignments, the elements of popular culture 

are present in very large numbers of text examples analysed. In 

total, 33 examples include some references to music in general 

and used words related to music. From the total number, 13 

examples are identified in the coursebooks of the elementary 

level, 15 examples on the pre-intermediate level and 5 on the 

intermediate level of learning. Furthermore, only a few examples 

include stories about young talented musicians and famous 

music performers and musicians. In Figure 5, we will present 

three examples for each level.  

In developing speaking practice, in total 13 examples (Fig-

ure 6) are examples mainly connected to popular culture and 

music performance. The identified examples include from one 

up to five music-related words in the speaking example or ex-

planation of the task.   

In the total of 12 writing sections that include vocabulary 

related to music (music preferences, styles of music, stories 

about musicians), the types of writing include a questionnaire, 

narrative, review of an object, short biography, crosswords, in-

formal letters, grammar practice (superlative) with vocabulary 

revisions, and writing discussions. The writing practice text ex-

cerpts with relation to music-related vocabulary are presented 

in Figure 7. 
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Figure 4 

Examples of reading tasks (with music-related vocabulary) 
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Figure 5 

Examples of listening tasks (with music-related vocabulary) 
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Figure 6 

Speaking practice text excerpts with relation  

to music-related vocabulary 
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Figure 7 

Writing practice text excerpts in relation  

to music-related vocabulary 
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4.4.  Music of the English language (pronunciation practice) 

 

In practising pronunciation, stress and intonation, only five 

tasks are identified as related to the “Music of English”, for ex-

ample: 

 

(1) Pronunciation: can/can’t; 1. Pronunciation: (2) He can/can’t 

play the piano. (3) I can/can’t play the guitar. 2. What can 

they do? - play the guitar, play the piano, (1) Tony can play 

the guitar, and they can play the piano. (4) Alice and Brian 

can play the piano, but they can’t play the guitar. (NHW el. 

wb, Unit 5, p. 28), 

(2) Voice range: “Music of English: English voice range is very 

wide, especially in polite requests. (Listen and repeat)” (NHW, 

int. sb, p. 37) - Music of English: 1. I was wondering if we 

could meet? 2. I could meet you in the afternoon. 3. What 

about Saturday afternoon? 4. Is Saturday evening any good? 

5. Why don’t we meet at the station? Let’s meet there for 

breakfast. 6. Shall we say about 10 o’clock? 7. Can you make 

it 10.30? (NHW, int. sb, t.5.14. p. 124),  

(3) Stress and intonation (NHW, int. sb, p. 45),  

(4) Expressions (NHW, int. sb, p. 61), 

(5) Stress patterns (NHW, int. sb, p. 85, T.10.8). 

 

The following part is an example of general English sentences 

practising “Music of English” (without relation to music culture 

vocabulary) (NHW, int. wb, t.5.14., p. 124):  

 

(1) I was wondering if we could meet?, (2) I could meet you in the 

afternoon. (3) What about Saturday afternoon?, (4) Is Saturday 

evening any good?, (5) Why don’t we meet at the station? Let’s 

meet there for breakfast., (6) Shall we say about 10 o’clock?, and 

(7) Can you make it 10.30?. 
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4.5.  Grammar reviews with example sentences  

using music as a topic of conversation 

 

In grammar reviews music is used as a topic of conversation 

and for practising: Articles, Verb “be”, Negative form of be, 

Like/love+ verb+ ing, Wh – questions, Possessive adjectives, 

Can/can’t (for ability), Prepositions, Adverbs (Adverbs of fre-

quency), Verb forms, Be going to (future intentions), Adjectives 

(Adjectives ending in –ing and –ed), Questions “about you”,  

Gerund and –ing forms, Verb+noun, Present Simple: questions, 

Past Simple - negative, Irregular verbs, Present Perfect Contin-

uous (tense review), Past Perfect, Direct and Reported Speech 

(Figure 8).  

 

 

Grammar Example Coursebook 

Articles play the guitar/piano/violin 

(8) My sister plays the guitar on  

Saturday.  

Gateway,  

A2, sb,  

p. 33 

Verb be (6)Write sentences with these words 

and be. (5) I: good at sport/good at 

music  

Insight,  

el., sb,  

p. 7 

Negative 

form of be 

(5) Read Leonie’s blog post and  

complete the table with the negative 

form of be. (...) My friend Ryan is in a 

samba band. I’m not in the band be-

cause I’m not very good at music, 

but I go to concerts.  

I love samba.  

Welcome B: Are you in a band? (4)  

Rewrite the sentences using the neg-

ative form of be. 4. My friends are at 

a concert. 5. We’re into samba mu-

sic. 6. You’re in a samba band. 

Insight,  

el., wb, 

p. 4-5, 7 
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Like/love +  

verb + ing 

When like and love are followed by 

another verb, it is usually the -ing 

form, e.g. she loves listening to  

music.  

NHW,  

el., sb,  

Grammar  

reference 3.3 

Wh- 

questions 

Asking questions: What sort of  

music/ like? 

NHW,  

pre-int., sb, 

p. 15 

Possessive 

adjectives 

(4.) (text 1) […] She’s very excited  

because they’re at a concert and it’s 

her favourite band. James is happy 

because it’s his favourite festival. 

Insight,  

el., sb,  

p. 8 

My sister is into music.  

My/Her favourite music is hip hop. 

Insight  

el., wb,  

p. 6 

Can/can’t 

(for ability) 

(2) He can/can’t play the piano.  

(3) I can/can’t play the guitar.  

NHW,  

el., wb, U5,  

p. 28,  

Pronunciation 

(8) Read these examples from the 

text. Then choose the correct answer 

in the rules below.  

I can play the guitar and the  

keyboard.  

They can play different instruments.  

Some young people can’t play  

an instrument.  

Can I sing? No, I can’t.  

a. We use can + infinitive 

with/without to  

b. The negative of can is don’t 

can/can’t 

c. We use the same/a different 

form of can after all persons 

(I, you  he, they, etc.) 

Insight,  

el., sb,  

p. 30 
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Prepositions 

 

9. Do you like listening to music? 

What sort of music do you like?  

NHW,  

El., U5, sb,   

p. 44 

(U7)11/4. Are you interested in  

modern arts?  

11/6. What sort of music do you 

like? 

NHW,  

el., wb,  

p. 46 

I listen to music.  NHW,  

el., sb,  

GR 3.3 

He’s very good at playing the piano. NHW, pre-

int., U1,  

p. 8 

Adverbs (3) She has a lovely voice. She sings  

beautifully. (NHW, el.wb, p.44) 

Rewrite the sentences using adverb 

form of the adjectives in brackets  

(3) Do you play your violin (quiet);  

(4) I can’t play the keyboards. (good) 

Insight  

el., wb,  

p. 23 

 

 

Adverbs of 

frequency 

(3) I dance/I hardly ever dance.;  

(4) a) I think Maria often dances.  

b) I think you often dance. - No, I 

never dance. c) Maria never dances 

but I often dance.  

Gateway,  

A2, sb, U2,  

p. 32 

1.7. sometimes/plays/dad/ 

the guitar/my 

Insight,  

el., wb,  

p. 21 

Verb forms (5) I don’t listen to music. I watch 

TV;  

(6) I love listening to music in my 

car.  

NHW,  

el., wb,  

U10 
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Be going to 

(future  

intentions) 

(8) Matt is a good guitarist, and Sue 

has  

a good voice. They are going to play 

in  

a band.  

NHW,  

el., wb, 

U11 

1.(4) Next week I am going to see my  

favourite group in concert. I’ve alre-

ady got my ticket.  

Gateway  

B1, wb,  

Grammar in 

Context 0.4 

Adjectives  Unit 5 - progress check D: delicious 

or disgusting? 

12. Give adjectives to describe the  

following: c. hip hop music  

Insight, 

el., wb,  

p. 51  

Adjectives 

ending in  

-ing and  

-ed 

(A1) The concert was boring – (c) so I 

left before the end.  

7.2.(3) You look bored. Don’t you like 

opera? 

NHW,  

el., wb,  

p. 38, 39 

Developing vocabulary:  

(5) They are relaxed because the mu-

sic is relaxing. 

Gateway,  

B1, wb,  

p. 41 

2. (1) I get very embarrassed when 

Dad starts singing. Dad’s singing is 

always so embarrassing.  

Gateway, 

B1+, wb,  

p. 67 

Questions 

about you 

Do you like listening to music? What 

kind of music do you like?  

NHW,  

pre-int., U1, 

p. 8 

Gerund and 

-ing forms 

She is making another single.  

Unit 2. 11.(5) downloading music 

from the Internet is something ille-

gal. 

NHW,  

pre-int., sb,  

p. 15,  

Grammar   

spot 
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Verb+noun put some music on  NHW,  

pre-int., 

wb, U8,  

p. 58 

Present 

Simple:  

questions 

What music do you like? What music do 

you listen to? 

Solutions, 

el., sb., 

p. 111 

Past Sim-

ple - ne-

gative 

(3) Write about what these people did or 

didn’t do before they were famous.  

2) Johnny Depp/not act in films. 

He/play the guitar in a rock band.  

Gateway, 

A2, sb, 

U7, 

p. 94 

Irregular 

verbs 

 sing/sang/sang  NHW, 

int., sb,  

p. 159, 

wb 

Present 

Perfect 

Continuous 

and tense 

review 

When did he start playing the piano? 

When he was three. 

How long has he been playing the piano? 

Since he was three. 

When did he start teaching singing? 

When he was 23. 

How long has he been teaching singing? 

Since he was 23.  

NHW, 

U 11, 

Life’s 

what you 

make it!, 

exercise 

4; t. 1.1, 

p. 133 

Present perfect continuous 

3.(2) She’s liked/She’s been liking reggae 

since she went to Jamaica.  

(5) So far they’ve played/they’ve been 

playing in twelve different countries. 

(6) Our music teacher has only been 

teaching /has only taught in two other 

schools. 

(7) We’ve seen/We’ve been seeing the 

Rolling Stones in concert five times. 

Solutions, 

int., wb,  

p. 33 
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Past Per-

fect.  

(...) He had bought a special pipe with 

him, and he played a tune that no one 

had heard before.  

(...) Once again, he played a tune on his 

pipe. 

(...) Music was never heard again in the 

streets of Hamelin.  

NHW, 

pre-int., 

Unit 9,  

p. 60 

 

Direct spe-

ech.  

Rewrite the sentences in direct speech.  

(6) The man told her to turn her music 

down.  

(7) Their mother asked them to sing their 

song. 

Gateway, 

B1+, wb, 

p. 69 

 

Reported 

Speech   

(4) Reported speech.  

1. The musicians said they couldn’t play 

because they didn’t know the music.  

(the audience)/The musicians told the 

audience they couldn’t play because they 

didn’t know the music.  

2. You said you wanted to be a dancer. 

(me);  

3. Katies said she would never go on 

stage again. (her music teacher); 4. She 

said the concert had been fantastic. (us);  

6. The singer said that she was recording 

new songs in her studio that day. (her 

fans);  

7. The artist said he had to stop moving. 

(the model);  

8. The conductor said they weren’t good 

enough to be in his orchestra. (the two 

musicians). 

(5) Put the reported speech in 4 into di-

rect speech - We can’t play because we 

don’t know the music.  

Gateway, 

B1+,  

p. 98 
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 (3) Write what the people actually said in 

each situation. The reporter asked the 

singer why she wouldn’t answer any of 

his questions. She told him that she only 

wanted to talk about her new CD and 

that she wasn’t going to talk about any-

thing else.  

Reporter:_______________________________ 

Singer: ________________________________ 

Gateway 

B1, sb,  

p. 117, 

Grammar 

guide 

 

Figure 8 

Music-related vocabulary and music as a topic  

of conversation in grammar sections and reviews 

 

 

4.6.  Project work 

 

In the overall corpus, only two examples of project work related 

to the topic of music are identified. The first example is a project 

work task about the topic of “Peace”. The task assignment is the 

following: “Work in groups. Prepare something for an interna-

tional Peace Day exhibition. Here are some ideas… - songs in 

English about peace.” (Gateway A2, sb, p. 108). In terms of 

availability, already pre-selected lists of the top five, to top 

twenty peace songs, are easily accessible on the internet, there-

fore, students can choose from a variety of web sources for this 

project work activity. Thus, if students choose to present “songs 

in English about peace” through tasks of this type, they can 

further develop critical literacy skills and can also “provide the 

voices rarely heard in textbooks” (Lloyd 2003: 22 as cited in Cor-

bett 2007). As noted by Corbett (2007), “lyrics can reach stu-

dents in a new way and can stimulate debates, ... and promote 

examination of contemporary social issues” (Cooper 1991:57 as 

cited in Corbett 2007). 

In the second example, that task is connected to a pair group 

activity in researching and preparing a presentation on a band 
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or life and work of a music composer or performer from the stu-

dent’s country.  

 

(e.g. Project. 9) Work in groups. Choose a famous composer, 

singer, or group from your country. Prepare a presentation about 

them. Include information about their life and work.  i - Inside 

information: 1) Evanescence is an American band. People call their 

style “gothic rock”. 2) This song is from their 2006 album “The 

Open Door”. The music comes from a part of Mozart’s “Requiem”. 

3) Amy Lee, the singer in the band, says this is her favourite piece 

of music ever. She heard it for the first time when she saw a film 

about Mozart called “Amadeus”. (Gateway A2, sb p. 97) 

 

4.7. Visual representations of music content 

 

In the context of the visual representation of music content in 

printed books, only several presentations are identified in the 

overall corpus. Firstly, “samba music” in “Welcome A: Hello. pic-

ture 3 - samba music” (Insight, el. sb, p. 5). In the second exam-

ple, “music notes in a picture” are used to illustrate  

a music lessons correlation activity “Culture, vocabulary, and 

grammar - British schools: (2) __13__ Music, (3) Which lessons 

do you hear these words in? 2. Mozart, Tchaikovsky, the Beat-

les.” (Insight, el, sb, p. 18). The third example is an illustration 

of the phrase “sore throat”, a condition marked by pain in the 

throat, presented with an image with the text “figaro, figarrch! 

(scrambled notes)” (NHW, pre-int, p. 88). The fourth example is 

a picture of Sydney opera or town used as an illustration in con-

nection to Australia and the town of Sydney. The fifth example 

is a picture of the famous conductor Gustavo Dudamel, used as  

a text illustration in a gap-fill exercise but without mentioning 

the person in the picture. Dudamel is famous for his work with 

youth orchestras in Venezuela, therefore, the music-related vo-

cabulary is partly connected to the selected image (e.g. an or-

chestra from Venezuela; young musicians; local orchestras; con-

cert halls; professional orchestras; Placido Domingo, one of the 

best opera singers; Gateway, A2, sb, p. 111). Finally, a picture 
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of an orchestra is used in a listening task in which students are 

asked to recognise and connect the sound of the instruments 

with their appearance and location in the orchestra, e.g. “Look 

at the photo of the orchestra. Can you find these instruments? 

Listen, check and repeat – cello, clarinet, flute, guitar, key-

boards, piano, drums, saxophone, trumpet, violin” (NHW, int.  

p. 28, CD 1.39). In conclusion, it is evident from these men-

tioned examples1 that the images are used as text illustrations, 

sometimes lacking connection with the main text on the page, 

or lacking description of what or who is being presented, not 

identifying the name of important contemporary musicians, 

such as in the fifth example.  

 

5. Discussion and conclusion 

 

The research analysis corpus was chosen as a methodologically 

approved and good-quality resource that can provide different 

examples of the use of music-related content and vocabulary. 

The method of analysis included identification and codification 

(checklist) of all music content in the coursebooks, including 

sound recordings, texts about music and musicians, song lyrics 

and music-related vocabulary. The main focus of the analysis 

was on content and vocabulary connected to (world) music cul-

ture in different types of texts in units, reading, listening 

(tapescripts), speaking and writing assignments, grammar ac-

tivities and word lists from units.  

In this research a specific research methodology was ap-

plied to answer the main research question: Are music cultural 

 
1 Note: In terms of gender inequalities, there are no examples identified 

that are connected to the profession of musicians, contrasting female and 
male instrument players, performers or composers within a task or assign-
ment. The overall number of male or female musicians in the coursebooks was 
not analysed in this research paper. However, one example of inequality is 
noted in a task where from 10 “jobs” or “professions” represented in images of 
people in uniforms, 4 are female – nurse, hairdresser, journalist, receptionist, 
while 6 are male representations – pilot, architect, dentist, taxi driver, account-
ant, and only “a lawyer”, is presented both as female and male profession. 
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content and vocabulary part of learning experiences in English as 

a foreign language (EFL) coursebooks for the secondary level of 

education? The findings show sparse traces of music culture 

content and vocabulary in English coursebooks for the second-

ary level of education (A1 – B2). A rather limited representation 

of music sound and music-related vocabulary is identified in the 

24 books, as learning materials analysed. Recorded music or 

song (sound) with or without lyrics for listening as part of the 

learning activity, are identified in 7 examples. Texts with music 

as a topic of reading (9 examples from one sentence to 270 

words), listening (33 examples), speaking (14 examples) or writ-

ing task (12 examples), are mainly connected to popular music 

culture (mostly singers and bands of pop and rock music) with 

several examples dedicated to classical music, covering  

a rather small selection of names of composers, musical peri-

ods, musicians (pianists, violinists, opera singers, choir conduc-

tors etc.). In a table summary of “Music-related vocabulary” pre-

sented in this paper, all the names of musicians/perform-

ers/composers, institutions, music genres/periods in texts, are 

presented to provide a detailed overview of the type of music 

cultural content and vocabulary present, as a part of learning 

experience in the analysed EFL coursebooks. In pronunciation 

practice, only a few examples identified have “touched upon” the 

“Music of English language (pronunciation practice)”. Example 

sentences related to music and sound in grammar reviews are 

presented in detail, to provide a data summary for future re-

search on the role of music in ELT and for rethinking and fur-

ther quality improvement of the ELT language teaching material 

design practice. Only two project work tasks are identified in 

connection to music as a topic or part of the project work activ-

ity. Visual representations of music content are rather minimal 

and lack proper text illustrations and explanations, guiding stu-

dents to understand their role within the task or activity.  

In conclusion, the analysed coursebook serials, as individ-

ual titles, merely introduce music as a cultural and linguistic 

phenomenon. Depending on the themes and topics chosen for 
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the coursebooks, the level of implementation of music culture 

and content is rather sparse, extremely selective, random, and 

highly inconsistent through the levels of study, even within the 

same title serial. This research study therefore aims to contrib-

ute to the gap in the research literature on the role and place of 

music culture in EFL coursebooks, as primary teaching and 

learning materials in EFL instruction at elementary, pre-inter-

mediate and intermediate levels. 
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Appendix 1 

 

The list of textbooks and workbooks included in the research 

corpus 

 

 
 

 

 

 


